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Gujarat Commerse college had organised a one day  visit of  Amul  Dairy - 

Anand. It was organised  on 20/08/2016.  It was a full day Industrial tour. Being 

students of commerce, the industrial tour has much significance.The main 

objective of the tour was to make  students aware about the industrial work 

style and industrial environment.The students had an interaction session with 

the  manager of the firm. Students were inspired and motivated to became 

entrepreneurs. Students enjoyed the tour and learnt a lot from this industrial 

tour.  

 

 



 

 

 



  

 

 Angur Tuvar Dal  and  Amul Dairy Visit Report 

 

Gujarat Commerce College, 

Elis Bridge, Ahmedabad- 06 

21/03/2015 

 

 



The college had organised a one day Industrial visit to Angur tuvar Dal Unit On 

21/03/2015. It was a full day  industrial tour and  Professor Y.S.Doshi, Professor 

H.R.Gohil , Professor J.G.Gondaliya and Professor Deepa Chandvani along with 

119 students visited the place. It  benifited the students as they could get 

information about the working style of the industry. .They were inspired by 

and motivated to become an entrepreneur.The students were guided by the 

manager of the firm.They had an interactive session also. It was a joyful and 

useful Industrial visit for the students. 

 



 

 



 



 

Balaji Wafer Industrial Tour Visit Report: 

 

 

 Gujarat Commerce College, 

ElisBridge, Ahmedabad-06 

24/11/2016. 

 

 

 

 



              Gujarat Commerce College organaised an Industrial visit to the Balaji Wafer company 

on24/11/2016. The Company  is located at Baroda – Gujarat. Professor Y.S.Doshi, Professor 

V.H.Rawal, Professor V.N.Prajapati, and Professor N.N.Prajapati with 56 Students visited the 

firm. It was a one day Industrial visit. Gujarat Commerce College is a commerce College, the 

basic purpose for the industrial visit  was to make students  aware  about Industrial 

environment.  It  was such an informative ,interesting and successful industrial visit.The 

students enjoyed a lot. They learnt how an industrial unit works. The team expressed their  

gratitude to the director of the company for giving them permission for the visit and 

providing full support during the visit tothe firm. The team is also thankful to our principal 

Dr. P.R.Patel sir for making necessary arrangements for the industrial visit.  

 

 



 



 

Adani Port -Mundra visit Report: 

 

 

 

Gujarat Commerce College, 

Elis Bridge- Ahmedabad-06 

27/ 01/2018 

 



The students of Gujarat Commerce College visited Adaniport mundra on 27/ 01/2018. It was 

an Industrial visit  The main objective behind the visit was to make students aware about 

how various activities related to marketing, financing and human resources are carried out 

in companies. Four professors Prof. Usha Shankar Raman, Prof. Vinod Prajapati, Prof. Sonal 

Solanki and Prof. Nilay Prajapati along with 76 students visited the Adani port located at 

Mundra- Gujarat. They  have got real feel of company’s working style after this visit. 

Students  got a chance to know that how they can transfer their theoritical knowledge into 

practical implementation. This will even help students to understand the subject matter 

clearly and learn how to put all the principles in practice in future. The team of professors  

expressed their gratitude to the company for giving permission for the visit  and providing 

support during the visit. It was such a wonderfull and successful visit. 

 



 

 



 

 

 


